A factorizing permutation of a given undirected graph is simply a permutation of the vertices in which all decomposition sets appear to be factors. Such a concept seems to play a central role in recent papers dealing with graph decomposition. It is applied here for modular decomposition and we propose a linear algorithm that computes the whole decomposition tree when a factorizing permutation is provided.
Introduction
Many optimization methods for graphs begin with some decomposition techniques] using the classic divide aqd conquer paradigm. We restrict our study to decomposition that lead to a decomposition tree of the set of vertices. For a given graph G = ( X , E ) such a decomposition tree TG, is recursively defined as follows. The leaves of the tree correspond to the vertices of the graph, and any node N of the tree corresponds to the vertex set defined by the leaves of its induced subtree, therefore in the following a vertex of the tree will be denoted by the subset of vertices it induces. The root is associated to the vertex set X itself, and if a node N of TG has sons N I , . . . , Nk, this means that the induced subgraph G ( N ) admits this decomposition. Let us call the nodes of a decomposition tree (and the sets of vertices they induce) decomposition sets.
The existence of such decomposition tree is the consequence of uniqueness decomposition theorems (see Cunningham and Edmonds [3] for a general theory on these combinatorial decompositions) and in the following we will assume that the decomposition trees we construct are uniquely defined up to isomorphism.
This paper deals with the notion of factorizing permutation (by permutation we mean a numbering of the vertex set of the graph):
Definition 1 A permutation IT of the vertex set X is called a factorizing permutation f o r a decomposition if all decomposition sets are factors of IT.
Such a permutation always exists when the decomposition tree is given, since it can be obtained by a simple preorder traversal of the tree. So the problem we consider here is its converse.
Central Problem:
Data: a graph G = ( X , E ) and a factorizing permutation IT. Find: the decomposition tree (or the decomposition sets).
For a leading example of such a graph decomposition, one can take the modular decomposition, also called substitution decomposition, of undirected graphs (an overview of this theory and its applications can be found in [12] ). We present the basic concepts of this decomposition in the following section. Similarly modules or blocks for inheritance acyclic directed graphs lead also to decomposition trees [lo, 7, 11.
Clearly it could be hard to find a factorizing permutation, but in some cases a factorizing permutation is given for free, as for example as noticed by Hsu and Ma [9, 81 in the case of chordal graphs for which any cardinality lexicographic breadth first search of the graph yields a factorizing permutation for modular decomposition. Similarly as noticed by Ducournau and Habib [5] any depth-first greedy linear extension of an inheritance graph yields a factorizing permutation for the module decomposition of inheritance graphs.
The algorithm presented in section 3, is written in the case of modular decomposition for graphs (directed or not), but it can easily be adapted for the other decompositions mentioned above for inheritance graphs. Our algorithm runs in O ( n + m ) , and therefore is a common generalization of Hsu and Ma [9] and Habib et al. [7] which were relatively sophisticated ad hoc algorithms.
s a consequence such an anlgorithm and the notion of factorizing permutation introduces some new perspectives for graph decomposition algorithms. Indeed, the decomposition process can be ,divided into 2 steps, first find a way to produce a factorizing permutation and then use the general algorithm defined here to compute the decomposition tree. Therefore one can focus on the search of such factorizing permutations.
Our central problem is connected to the search of the tree structure involved in permutation, and therefore, such a problem is interesting by its own.
One of the main characteristic of this work is to propose a linear algorithm that apply both for directed or undirected graphs. Furthermore, other graph decompositions (for example those associated with edge-partitioning) can also be considered using this approach [l].
Modular decomposition
We consider the modular decomposition (also called substitution decomposition). Modular decomposition is very important since its study plays a central role in the area of partial orders, comparability graphs and transitive orientations [SI. Decomposition sets are called here strong modules and defined as follows:
X is a module of a graph G = ( X , E ) if for every z , y E A , N ( z ) -A = N(y) -A, where N ( z ) denotes the neighbourhood of z. Only some modules are decomposition sets: the strong modules. A strong module is a module that overlaps with no other module. Strong modules are associated to the nodes of the modular decomposition tree of G. This tree is the transitive reduction of the inclusion order of strong modules of G. For undirected graphs, there is one node for each strong module, labeled Series, Parallel or Prime. The leaves of the tree are just singleton sets. A node is labeled Series ( e s p . Parallel) iff its children are adjacent (resp. non adjacent) strong modules in G. Elsewhere, the node is labeled Prime and a graph is associated to it to define the adjacency between its children. An example of undirected graph G with its modular decomposition tree T ( G ) is presented in Figure 3 . The total ordering {1,2,. . . ,14}
is a factorizing permutation of this graph.
For sake of simplicity the vertices of G will be denoted by integers from l to n with respect to the permutation o.
Even though a given graph could have exponentially many modules the number of modules which are intervals of a given permutation is at most quadratic. Unfortunately this is not sufficient to obtain a sub-quadratic algorithm to compute the decomposition tree. Therefore the algorithm has to detect only the good ones, the strong modules (i.e. those which define the decomposition tree). Of course there are at most O(n) strong modules.
Although linear decomposition algorithms are now available [2, 11, 41, they remain rather hard to implement, it is still worth to search for simplification. Our main result presented here can be understood as a step forward in this direction. Moreover these algorithms deal only with undirected graphs while our deals with both directed and undirected graphs.
The next section presents the outline of a linear algorithm. Detailed proofs are available in a separate appendix. In section 4 (Conclusion), we propose several directions for further research and a nice con-jecture.
Algorithm description
This section is devoted to the presentation of Strong-Modules algorithm on which the following theorem can be proved: When a graph G = ( X , E ) and a permutation a on X are given, the Strong-Modules algorithm described hereafter, computes the set of strong modules which are factors of 0. An inclusion ordering of these modules -which can be computed easily in linear time since the intervals are bounded by n -leads to the decomposition tree.
In the following, all modules (or left-modules or right-modules) are supposed to be factors of the permutation o.
These computations are made within two sweeps of the set of vertices. The first sweep that computes right-modules goes from n down to 1, it corresponds to procedure Right-Modules (GI. The second sweep searches the vertices in the reverse ordering form 2 up to n and corresponds to n -1 calls of procedure Left-Strong-Modules. These sweeps in fact move a size 2 window made up with two consecutive vertices in a. For both chains, the module containing v is the last one of the chain. Furthermore during the algorithm these chains can only be updated by adding a new module at the end of the chain or by deleting the last element. This is why we describe the chains as stacks, using the usual push and pop stack operations. We first describe the Right-Modules procedure. For each rb E [ l , n ] , the goal of the Right-Modules procedure is to compute [lb,rb] , the largest right-module with right bound rb, for each rb E [l,n] . This right-module is memorized in an array RightMax:
The Right-Modules (G) procedure' searches the graph from U = n downto U = 1. At each step U, it computes the set of values rbi such that [u,rbi] is the largest right-module with right bound rbi (for each rbi, the value U is assigned to RightMax [rbi] ).
At step U the algorithm considers the set {U -1, U} and try to determine if it is a right-module searching for their neighbourhood to the right of U (denoted by r+(u -1) and I'+(u)). of modules (resp. right-modules, left-modules),
Lemma 1 Let U be a vertex of G, if there exists a maximal vertex x , such that x is greater than
C' c C is called a factor of C if the elements of C'
From property 1, the union of the elements of C' is a module (resp. a right-module, a left-module). For the sake of simplicity, we will say that a factor is a module, while, in fact, it is the union of its elements that is a module. At the beginning of step U, the last element of C is a right-module with left bound U. During step U two situations are possible: either U and U + 1 have the same neighbourhood to the left of U (there is no x as defined above), then [U -1, U] is a right-module which is added as a new last element of the chain C. Either a maximal vertex x is computed, such that the adjacency between U -1 and x is different from the adjacency between U and x . In this case, the algorithm searches for the elements of the chain C whose right bound rb is strictly lower than x . For each of these elements the following property is true (using the lemma 1 stated before): [v,rb] is the largest right-module with right bound rb (see Figure 2 and algorithm 2).
Iterating the process described above for each vertex v generates all the largest right-modules of G.
The proof of this algorithm is shown by the following two invariants: 
Invariant 1 At the beginning of step U of the

Right-Modules (G) procedure, C (which is denoted
by C,) is a chain of right-modules: C, = { [ U = z f k , u k -i ] , [uk-i,uk-2], [%-1,Uk--3]. . . [U1,uO = nl}c t { [ n -Lnl) for U t n -1 to 1 do OK t ( U > 1) if OK then LX t max(r+(u -1) U r+(u)n]u,n]) else x t n + 1 while OK and x # 0 do if adj(u -1, x ) # adj(u, x ) then LOK t False L else x t max(r+(w -1) U r+(u)n]v,I push(C,[W -l ,~] ) else RightMax[u] t U while top(C).rb < x do RightMax[top (C) .rb] t w I P O P ( C ) if C # 0 then Ltop(C).lb t U -1 -I (wi-1 < wi),
Left-Strong-Modules 0 procedure
The Right-Modules procedure computes the rightmodules of G. We now present the Left-StrongModules procedure (see algorithm 3 -the principle is proposed firt, and a detailled version is presented at the end of the article), the second part of the Strong-Modules algorithm, which computes directly the strong modules of G.It proceeds in a similar way as Right-Modules but to compute only some leftmodules, those which are also right-modules (using result of the Right-Modules procedure) and which are strong (which overlap no other modules). The Lef t-Strong-Modules procedure is based on two elementary properties of the left-modules of G: namely property 1 which states the union of two overlapping modules is a module, and the following lemma: The left bounds of some elements of C, , are the left bounds of some modules included in I,, . Among the left-modules included in C, , (as factors), the algorithm selects those which are also right-modules (using the information computed by Right-Modules procedure) and which are strong (to check that, only the elements of C, , must be considered according to lemma 2). After that, the set of elements of C, , is replaced by an element whose right bound is v + 1 (see Figure 4) . This whole process is performed for each vertex v of X .
Two versions of the Lef t-Strong-Modules procedure are presented (algorithm 3), the principle of the procedure in the next page, and a detailled version at the end of the paper. An example of trace of the procedure is presented in Figure 5 . The proof of the procedure is presented in the appendix. 
Conclusions
L O P (CX,) ' C, , # 0 t h
e n p u s h ( [ t d , u + 11) lse p u s h ( [ l , u + 11)
As a consequence of our main result: to decompose or to find a factorizing permutation are of the same complexity for modular decomposition in graphs (oriented or not). Furthermore the algorithm presented is not only theoretically interesting but really efficient. This allows some new perspectives using a systematic search of factorizing permutations in many graph decomposition contexts. See for example the decomposition of inheritance graphs as used in Object Oriented Programming and Knowledge Representation Systems. The block decomposition of these graphs is computed using a two phases algorithm: the first one computes a factorizing permutation, and the second one extracts the strong blocks from it [l] in a similar way as presented here.
Therefofe we have pointed out that such factorizing permutations play a central role in decomposition theory. Another direction worth to be studied: which invariants can be directly computed out of factorizing permutation?
In fact it remains to consider: new classes of graphs for which a factorizing permutation is easy to compute. Generalizations of chordal graphs (HHDfree graphs for example) are natural candidates. And we may end with a nice problem, which is a direct consequence of this work and some recent linear modular decomposition algorithms [2, 11, 41:
Conjecture:
There exists a greedy way t o compute a factorizing permutation f o r the modular decomposition of a n y graph. From property 1 and invariant 3, any factor of C is a left-module since two consecutive elements of C are left-modules that overlap. A suffix of C is a factor which contains the last element of C.
Invariant 3 At the beginning of step v of the Lef t-Strong-Modules(v)
procedure, The following invariant has for consequence that C, ; is a strong chain: Proof: Let us show that for each module I of G included in I F , which is not a suffix of I F , it exists a module overlapping I . I is of type (1) or (2) (if it was of type (3) it would be strictly included in an element of Z). In the first case I is a factor of Z and in the second it is a factor without its rightmost vertex.
C is a chain of left-modules
Invariant 4 Let v be a vertex of G, if it exists a vertex x such that x
In this two cases, if I is the union of at least two elements of Z, then a module overlapping I by the right can be be built easily considering a suffix of I F containing at least two elements of Z but not all. If lemma 4) , then the computation of the left boundary of I F identifying suffixes of I F which are strong (satisfying the condition of lemma 6), and so all the strong modules of G included in I F without being strictly included in an element of C,, (from the lemma 5 ) . While C, , is not empty, the previous process is iterated on the rest of C,, -which is a strong chain as it had been shown by lemma 8) , in a way to compute the strong module disjoint from I F . If TJ = n, C, satisfies definition 3, so the second part of the Lef t-Strong-Modules 0 procedure can also be achieved in a way to compute the strong modules included or equal to [ l , The Right-Modules (U) procedure searches for the neighbourhood of v and v -1, and adds at most one element to C. So the whole algorithm searches two times the graph, and adds less than n elements to C (number of instructions pop(C)). The Lef t-Strong-Modules (w) procedure searches for the neighbourhood of w and v + 1, and adds one element to C. So the whole algorithm searches two times the graph, and adds n elements t o C . The remaining is bounded by the number of elements of C (number of The Figure 5 shows an example of execution of the n -1 calls to the Left-Strong-Modules((?) procedure on the graph G described in Figure 3. instructions pop (C)). 
Let us show that for each
v E [Ib + 1 , r b -11, if IC = m i n ( y < v such that a d j ( y , w) # a d j ( y , v + l ) ) ex- ists, then z > lb. Let us consider v E [ l b f l , rb-1] and z = min(y < v such that adj(y, U) # a d j ( y , w + l ) ) , x < lb. Then,
C).rb > x and R i g h t M a x [ t o p ( C ) . r b ] > top(C).lb and ( R i g h t M a x [ t o p ( C ) . r b -1 1 > top(C).lb or
Itop(C)I = 2 ) do if C # 0 and top(C).rb > x then b o p ( C ) if R i g h t M a x [ t o p ( C ) . r b ] 6 top(C).lb then
I r b t t o p ( C ) . r b Lrb t t o p ( C ) .rb -1 while C # 0 and top(C).rb > x and R i g h t M a x [ r b ] 6 top(C).lb do if t o p (C).rb < rb then
L m i n l b t m i n ( m i n l b , R i g h t M a x [ t o p ( C ) .rb]) if top(C).rb -1 < r b then m i n l b t m i n ( m i n l b , R i g h t M a x [ t o p (C)
.
